
Chapter 1
Introduction: What landmarks are, and why
they are important

Abstract Landmarks, by their pure existence, structure environments. They form
cognitive anchors, markers, or reference points for orientation, wayfinding and com-
munication. They appear in our sketches, in descriptions of meeting points or routes,
and as the remarkable objects of an environment in tourist brochures. With all their
significance for spatial cognition and communication, landmarks pose a major chal-
lenge for artificial intelligence and human-computer interaction. So far, research
aiming for intelligent interaction design has suffered from a lack of understanding
and formal modelling of landmarks. Here we will clarify our words’ meaning and
draw some boundaries of our discussion, in preparation for integrating landmarks in
artificial intelligence applications.

1.1 What landmarks are

What hasn’t been called a landmark so far! We speak of a landmark development,
a landmark victory, a landmark court decision, a landmark resort, a natural land-
mark, call a skyscraper a landmark, or the Eiffel Tower (Figure 1.1), or the Sydney
Opera House. The term is not only used as an attribute, but also as a name such
as the Landmark Tower, Japan’s tallest building1, or Landmark, a rural settlement
in Manitoba, Canada2. Wikipedia3 defines a landmark “including anything that is
easily recognizable, such as a monument, building, or other structure.” Particularly
useful for the purpose of this book is the reference to recognition in this definition.
Cognition and embodied experience will play a significant role in our exploration
of landmarks. But then this definition is also somehow imbalanced, first speaking

1 http://www.yokohama-landmark.jp/web/english/, last visited 23/12/2013.
2 http://www.geonames.org/maps/google_49.672_-96.822.html, last visited
23/12/2013.
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landmark, last visited 23/12/2013.
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of ‘anything’ in the intensional part, and then mentioning only examples taken from
the built environment in the ostensive part.

Fig. 1.1 A globally known landmark (CC-BY-SA 3.0 by Benh Lieu Song, modified).

Let us have a look into another dictionary. Merriam Webster distinguishes three
meanings: “(1) an object or structure on land that is easy to see and recognize, (2)
a building or place that was important in history, or (3) a very important event or
achievement.”4

• Meaning 1 is more or less covering the previous definition, although it is ques-
tionable why landmarks should be restricted to land. Landmarks arguably exist,
for example, also on the ice cap of the North Pole, indoors, and even at sea: Nav-
igators have used Polaris as a landmark for centuries. But importantly Meaning 1
refers again to cognitive processes based on embodied experience, which is what
we will build upon later. Let us ignore that the wording requires ‘seeing’ in ad-
dition to ‘recognizing’. If seeing would be required blind people would have no
concept of landmarks, or soundscapes would have no landmarks, which is both
not true. However, the embodied experience postulated above is expressed here
in the reference to locatable objects or structures.

• Meaning 2 adds time as an essential factor to embodied experience: Landmarks
are not only what ‘is easy to see and recognize’ but also what has been ‘easy to
see and recognize’ in the past and therefore still can be located by memory.

4 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/landmark, last visited
23/12/2013
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• Meaning 3, relating to events and achievements, is of a different nature. Despite
the fact that events and achievements can be located in principle—everything
happens somewhere, even a Black Friday or Global Financial Crisis was pro-
duced somewhere—the relationship to a location is now taking a back seat, and
what is now ‘easy to see and recognize’ is answering a what question rather
than a where question. With this shift of focus comes along a mapping of the
concept from its source domain of physical objects located in space to a target
domain of temporal objects [15]. This means Meaning 3 is taking the concept
of landmark rather metaphorically [27], preserving the characteristic of being
cognitively salient, and thus, structuring memories.

Etymologically, the English word landmark, or land and mark, comes from an old
form landmearc (“boundary”) or landgemirce (“boundary, limit, frontier”), and can
also be found in German, Danish and Swedish. (Polygonal) boundaries are con-
structed by setting out the corners (Fig. 1.2). Hence, the cornerstones bear all the
meaning of the boundary, or are re-mark-able.

Fig. 1.2 A landmark: An object made to mark out a location or boundary on land.

Sticking for a while with “an object or structure on land that is easy to [. . . ]
recognize”, WordNet [9, 32], which is not a dictionary in the strict sense of the
word, but rather a semi-formal ontology or lexicon of concepts, provides us with
the following conceptual hierarchy of the term:

Level 0 landmark – (the position of a prominent or well-known object in a partic-
ular landscape; “the church steeple provided a convenient landmark”)

Level 1 position, place – (the particular portion of space occupied by something;
“he put the lamp back in its place”)

Level 2 point – (the precise location of something; a spatially limited location;
“she walked to a point where she could survey the whole street”)

Level 3 location – (a point or extent in space)
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Level 4 object, physical object – (a tangible and visible entity; an entity that can
cast a shadow; “it was full of rackets, balls and other objects”)

Level 5 physical entity – (an entity that has physical existence)
Level 6 entity – (that which is perceived or known or inferred to have its own

distinct existence (living or nonliving))

This hierarchy of hypernyms of landmark tells us something about the conceptual
space of the term landmark. Each level inherits from the more abstract concepts and
adds its own specific meanings. Especially the derivation from place and location
suggests a formal property of an image schema of contact to a place (e.g., [11, 25]),
a meaning that is reflected in below’s approach to define landmarks as references to
locations.

1.1.1 An extensional approach

Theoretically, one approach to capturing the meaning of a concept is by forming a
taxonomy, and enlisting all entities that belong to a particular category in this taxon-
omy. So let us assume our taxonomy—whether a cognitive or a database taxonomy
does not matter—contains a category landmarks. Is it then humanly possible to en-
list all landmarks, or, with other words, can the meaning of landmarks be captured
by providing a comprehensive list of all landmarks?

We could think of landmarks in our hometown and start a list. Asking friends
would add to the list. But asking friends of friends would add further, and may
bring up objects we were even not aware of. Are these all landmarks? Perhaps we
would also like to challenge some of the elements picked by others. So in order to
answer the question whether an extensional approach is the way forward the proper
response is: The approach is feasible, but unsatisfying. Our favorite search engine
may have such a list and use it on their webmaps, but there is no explanation in
such a list why these elements were considered to belong to the category, and oth-
ers are left out. Correspondingly, there may remain disagreement about individual
elements. The deeper issue with an extensional approach is about completeness. In
a closed world assumption only listed objects are landmarks. But there is no known
procedure guaranteeing completeness as long as the selection criteria are not made
transparent. In our dynamic world a related issue is maintaining the list by adding
and removing items.

Having said this, current approaches of user-generated database content do apply
an extensional approach. Letting users add what they think is a landmark may not
explain what a landmark is, but it has a potential to collect datasets of a global scale,
as has been proven with OpenStreetMap5.

5 http://www.openstreetmap.org, last visited 3/1/2014
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1.1.2 A cognitive semantics approach

Rosch [38] argues that two principles drive the formation of categories in the mind.
One is cognitive economy, calling for grouping similar things together and giv-
ing them a name. The other principle is rather a recognition that the continuous
world outside of the body is actually structured and forms natural discontinuities.
Categories are then, economically, formed by objects that have many attributes in
common and share not many attributes with members of other categories [39].

This idea has to be taken by a grain of salt, though. Wittgenstein had famously in-
terjected that at least several natural categories appear to have no common attributes,
or none that are not shared with members of other categories—he used the category
of games (board games, card games, olympic games) for this argument [50]. In-
stead of commonalities Wittgenstein argues for a family resemblance, which is only
a matter of similarity. As a consequence, Rosch [38] suggests to apply a measure of
category resemblance derived by Tversky from similarities: “Category resemblance
is a linear combination of the measures of the common and the distinctive feature
of all pairs of objects in that category” ([47], p. 348). Thus, category resemblance
describes the inner coherence of a category, without requiring a catalog of shared at-
tributes. Imagine a space spanned by some conceptual properties. In this space each
object forms a node. Convex categories can be formed by clustering these nodes
such that if x and y are member of a category and z is between x and y than z is
member of the category as well [16]. These conceptual spaces form a mathematical
basis to express family resemblance.

Extending such a notion of a category, prototype theory calls in more central
entities—prototypes—and accepts graded membership to a category [37, 38, 26].
For example, probably most people would agree that the Eiffel Tower is a landmark,
and in surveys the Eiffel Tower is always highly ranked (e.g., Figure 1.3), which
makes the Eiffel Tower a prototype in the category of landmarks. But how many
people would agree that the blue house at the street corner is a landmark, the ATM
in the mall, the T-intersection where one has to turn right, or the only tree far and
wide marking the entrance to the farm? These are perhaps more ambiguous entities
in the category.

By the way, landmarks are not special in this respect. Any classification of objects
in geographic space is to some extent arbitrary, and has its prototypes and its bound-
ary cases. For example, we may have a clear understanding of what a building is,
a mountain, or a road. They are everyday terms, and basic categories in the context
of geographic information [39]. They are standard elements in spatial databases: A
typical GIS contains database layers of (representations of) buildings and roads, and
gazetteers of geographic names contain representations of mountains. According to
prototype theory each of these categories will have typical examples as well as less
clearly assigned entities. When it comes to these boundary cases in categorizations,
people start to disagree or become uncertain. Is a single garage, a shed, or a kennel
still a building? Is a laneway, a mall, or a trek still a road? Is a hill a mountain?
Is Uluru a hill or a mountain? These questions are important for map makers and
database administrators alike since they decide about the cleanliness of their prod-
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Fig. 1.3 A ranked list of landmarks.

ucts. A producer does not want to have a product with information many people
disagree about. These questions also decide about the ability to compare different
map sources or databases. Map updating, for example, should not merge datasets of
varying semantics. It has even been shown that these classifications can vary across
languages and cultures [29, 30]. Thus, there is no definite answer to the question
which object is a landmark and which is not. Landmarks are countable but are not
finite.

There are other reasons adding evidence to this conclusion. For example, the
world is constantly changing, and over time it can change whether a geographic ob-
ject is a landmark or not. The first skyscraper in Chicago was a landmark, at least
for some time, until it became one of many and others were more outstanding. Ac-
cordingly, classifications of objects can be made only for a certain time. But even at
a snapshot in time we have already seen it is impossible to provide a complete list.
Now we know why. It is because of graded membership. Additionally this grade
of membership to the landmark category depends also on the context. For exam-
ple, a city looks very different by night than by day, and landmarks in night scenes
may be quite unimpressive in daylight. Or consider a café that became special for
a couple because it is the place where they first met. It is one of the locations in
the city they refer to when they explain other locations to each other. For the two
of them it has become a landmark they share even if this is one of many cafés in
that street. For others, especially those who never visited the café, it is not. The New
York City Apple Store (Figure 1.4a) may have the meaning of a landmark for people
of some interests and particular age, but not for others. The Sydney Opera House
(Figure 1.4b) may be a prime example of a globally recognized landmark, but its
cleaners may see this labyrinth of a complex building differently, on another spatial
granularity, and perhaps with other landmarks within for their own orientation and
communication purposes (‘the box office’, ‘the stage’, ‘Bistro Mozart’). Thus, being
a landmark is not a global characteristic of an object, but a function of parameters
such as the individual that perceives and memorizes an environment, the communi-
cation situation, the decision at hand, and the time. The latter argument means that
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even prototypes cannot be considered prototypes in all cases, since there might be
no such thing that is always, i.e., in any context a well-suited landmark.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.4 Landmarks: (a) New York City Apple store; (b) Sydney Opera House.

1.1.3 An intensional approach

With only limited successes of extensional and cognitive semantics approaches, per-
haps an intensional approach to capture the concept of landmarks is more promis-
ing, specifying the necessary and sufficient conditions of belonging to the category
landmark. In order to relate to people’s (in principle, any cognizing beings’) embod-
ied experience and cognitive processing of their living environments the following
intensional definition will be chosen for this book:

Definition: Landmarks are geographic objects that structure human mental
representations of space.

Other intensional definitions appear to be dependent on this one. For example,
Wikipedia’s “anything that is easily recognizable” (Section 1.1) has this cognitive
flavor built in if recognition is a match of a perception with a mental representa-
tion. The more generic “Landmarks are prominent objects in the environment” can
be understood in two highly correlated directions. One refers to perceivable proper-
ties in the environment; accordingly a landmark is standing out by some properties,
or generates an experience for an individual that contributes to the mental repre-
sentation of this environment and can be recalled. The other direction refers to the
degree an object is part of common knowledge. Since every person depends on their
human senses the likelihood is high that an object’s outstanding properties are per-
ceived by many. Thus, landmarks are suited for communication of environmental
knowledge. Sorrow and Hirtle’s much cited definition [43] is of this sort, reading
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effectively: “Landmarks are geographic objects of outstanding visual, cultural or
structural properties”. Their experience must structure human mental representa-
tions of space.

Even the extensional approach behind Figure 1.3 follows the intention of this
definition. In order to illustrate the effect, consider the following experiment:
Take the six landmarks ranked in the figure and order them geographically on
a blank sheet of paper. You will find arranging them not too difficult. What
you have actually achieved is an externalization of your mental spatial repre-
sentations. The same experiment can be easily translated into the context of
your own hometown. Imagine a number of prominent objects in your home-
town, and ask your friends to arrange these objects for you spatially. Again,
they will be able to produce a sketch reflecting satisfactorily the outlay of your
hometown.

In a very similar experiment by Lynch [28] people were asked to sketch their
hometown. Comparing a large number of sketches, Lynch found commonalities
in the structure of the sketches. One common element in these sketches he called
landmarks6, or, in his understanding, identifiable objects which serve as external
reference points.

Our definition of landmarks is purely functional: being a landmark is a role that
objects from any category can play. It emphasizes that landmarks are mental con-
structs. In alignment with Meaning 1 and 2 from above it covers for objects that
stand out in an environment such that they have made (or can make) an impression
on a person’s mind. This experience is not limited to visuo-spatial properties of the
object itself, nor to current properties or to shared experiences. Counterexamples
would be “the café where we met”, “the park where we had this unforgettable pic-
nic” or “the intersection where I was nearly killed by a car”. It is also not limited
to human-made things, as the definition by Wikipedia above might suggest; it can
equally well be a natural object such as the Matterhorn (Figure 1.5), a widely visible
mountain in the Swiss Alps with a characteristic shape, and hence frequently used
for localization and orientation. But in their function landmarks must have certain
properties, most importantly: being recognizable in the environment.

However, the chosen definition is not unproblematic. For a scientist the definition
remains questionable just because what happens in human minds is not directly ob-
servable or accessible. So if we agree that there are mental representations of what is
in the world outside of our bodies, then indirect methods must be accepted to recon-
struct the elements and functioning of these representations. These indirect methods
are the toolboxes of cognitive science, with a strand in the neurosciences, studying
the structure and work of the senses and the brain, and another strand in cognitive
psychology, studying responses or behaviours of people, such as learning, memo-
rizing, language, or spatial behavior. This cognitive perspective on landmarks could
easily fill a book by itself. Therefore, we will keep the discussion of the cognitive

6 We will later argue that all elements Lynch has identified can be considered as landmarks.
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Fig. 1.5 The Matterhorn, a landmark in the Swiss Alps, on a historic photograph.

aspects concise, and instead focus on how the understanding of the role and work-
ing of landmarks in spatial cognition and communication can inform the design of
smarter systems interacting with people.

It must also be said that this definition is in conflict with other common un-
derstandings of landmarks. For example, Couclelis et al. have called anchor points
what we have called landmarks [4]:

“Much of the work in spatial cognition has focused on the concept of imageability. In brief,
this assumes that there will be elements in any given environment (natural or built) which
by virtue of their distinctive objects (for example, form, color, size, visual uniqueness), or
by virtue of some symbolic meaning attached to them (places of historic importance, of re-
ligious or socio-cultural significance, etc.), stand out from among the other things in the en-
vironment. Because such elements are outstanding, literally, they are likely to be perceived,
remembered, and used as reference points by a large number of people in that environment.
This is the notion of landmark as popularized by Lynch’s seminal work on the ‘Image of
the City’. Anchor-points (anchors for short) are closely related to landmarks, both concepts
being defined as cognitively salient cues in the environment. However, as represented in
the literature, landmarks tend to be collectively as well as individually experienced as such,
whereas anchors refer to individual cognitive maps. Although one would expect to find sev-
eral local landmarks among the anchors in a person’s cognitive map, many anchors (such
as the location of home and work) would be too personal to have any significance for other,
unrelated individuals. Further, landmarks are primarily treated as part of a person’s factual
knowledge of space, whereas anchor-points are supposed to perform in addition active cog-
nitive functions, such as helping organize spatial knowledge, facilitating navigational tasks,
helping estimate distances and directions, etc. Finally, landmarks are concrete, visual cues,
whereas anchor-points may be more abstract elements that need not even be point-like (e.g.,
a river or a whole city in a cognitive map at the regional level)” (p. 102).

In fact, our definition does not make such a distinction between anchor points and
landmarks. Instead, we argue that, in principle:

• any property standing out in an environment can be shared with another person,
and

• that any sharing of experiences is limited to (larger or smaller) groups.

For example, ‘my home’ is shared with a few people, and ‘Eiffel Tower’ is shared
with many people. But even the Eiffel Tower is not known by the universe of all
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living people. Furthermore, experience can be lived and communicated. Landmarks
can be learned from text, from maps, or from conversation (e.g., somebody may
tell me: “At that intersection I was robbed”, which attaches an outstanding memory
to this object). Thus, all what is required in a communication situation is taking a
perspective. As people do adapt themselves to their communication partner in their
choice of landmarks, so must the machine. This involves a capacity for context-
aware computing [6]. Different groups (e.g., family, colleagues, people living in the
eastern suburbs, tourists) share different sets of anchor points, or can expect that
certain landmarks can be experienced by particular individuals.

Relating the notion of landmarks to embodied experience has some tradition in
research in spatial cognition. In environmental psychology, for example, Siegel and
White wrote, “landmarks are unique configurations of perceptual events (patterns).
They identify a specific geographic location” ([42], p. 23), and similar words can
be found elsewhere (e.g., [8]). According to their distinctive experience, landmarks
should be “the most easily recalled attributes of a region” [41]. Sadalla et al. then go
on to “explore the function of landmarks as spatial reference points, points that serve
as the basis for the spatial location of other (nonreference) points” (ibid.). Similarly
the definition has been supported by neuroscience, which has shown that objects
relevant for navigation and orientation do not only engage object recognition in the
brain but also areas associated with spatial memory (e.g., [21, 24]).

Presson and Montello use this definition as well (“objects that are relatively bet-
ter known and define the location of other points”) in their discussion of the nature
of landmarks [35]. In particular they point out that landmarks, in order to be able
to define the location of other points (objects in our terminology), must be distinct
from these other elements in spatial memory, and central to the nature and organiza-
tion of mental spatial representations. We will come back later to a discussion that
landmarks may be stronger or weaker in their distinct experience, and that stronger
ones may be used as reference points to locate weaker ones. In this regard, only
objects that are located by reference to “better known” objects are not landmarks.
Presson and Montello continue, referring to the observation of asymmetric distance
estimates between reference and non-reference points made by Sadalla et al.: “The
relation of reference to non-reference points is assumed to be asymmetric although
the notion that there are a few elements to which many others are spatially related
does not require this to be so. Non-reference points are more likely to be defined
in terms of their relation to reference points than vice versa, and the judged dis-
tance from a reference point to a non-reference point may not be equal to the same
distance judged in the reverse direction”. Landmarks, to be used as points of ref-
erence, must be objects that are relatively better known than the other objects in
their neighborhood. In this regard, Appleyard [1], the urban designer, had already
postulated: “We have to go beyond Lynch’s identification of known urban element
types. We must determine the reasons why these elements are known which means
discovering the attributes that capture attention and hold a place in the inhabitant’s
mental representation of his city” (p. 131). But generally in urban design and archi-
tecture the the notion of landmarks is restricted to the build environment, or more
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precisely buildings, and falls too short for the purpose of catching human mental
spatial representations or, correspondingly, intelligent spatial systems.

1.1.4 An artificial intelligence approach

Prototypes allow an ostensive capture of the meaning of a category, i.e., by exam-
ple. Someone may explain the concept of landmarks this way: “Landmarks are, for
example, the Eiffel Tower, the Great Pyramid of Giza, Taj Mahal, Uluru, the Great
Wall, and Golden Gate Bridge.” Ostensive approaches are not uncommon. Think of
the “top 100” lists on the internet (Figure 1.3) not in an extensional but ostensive
way. Similar lists of examples can be collections of personal favorites, lists of travel
promoters (“must-do’s”), crowdsourced lists (e.g., surveys), or lists produced from
data mining (e.g., a search engine’s number of hits, or your favorite travel website’s
lists ranked by reviews submitted by travellers). These lists tend to produce the more
agreeable, less ambiguous entities of a class.

On 28 June 2013, Kate Schneider, travel editor of News Ltd., wrote: “Kings
Park War Memorial in Perth. Fremantle prison. Melbourne’s Block Arcade.
What do these places have in common? Well, they’ve all made a list of the
nation’s best landmarks by travel website TripAdvisor. Yep, really. According
to the site, they are among the top spots to go in Australia for “enriching and
entertaining experiences”. The list was based on millions of reviews submit-
ted by travellers on the site over the past year. It also includes iconic Aussie
attractions such as the Sydney Opera House and the Sydney Harbour Bridge,
mixed in with grim locations such as the Port Arthur Historic Site. The list
had us wondering, is this the best [Australia has] to offer the world?”

http://www.news.com.au/travel/australia/

australia8217s-top-10-landmarks-named-in-tripadvisor-list/

story-e6frfq89-1226670801261#ixzz2XjmExZCp, last visited 3/1/2014

Machine learning algorithms [33], one of the core tools of artificial intelli-
gence [40], can use such lists as training data and then try to identify more land-
marks. The task of machine learning (or any learning, in that respect) is not trivial:
If the examples in Figure 1.3 above are landmarks, does then the Alcazar in Spain
count as a landmark as well? In order to evaluate such a question, an algorithm (as
well as a human mind) would collect characteristics of the given landmarks and
search for patterns of similarity for conceptual resemblance.

Lists, or datasets of candidates, however, do not resolve the challenges discussed
before. These lists require meta-level descriptions of the context of their validity,
a link between ranking and grading, local structures by spatial relationships, and
they require continuing maintenance due to changes in the world. Most critically,
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however, the relationships between the elements of the dataset and the definition
of landmarks must be established methodologically. So just as cognitive science
is challenged identifying the nature and role of landmarks, artificial intelligence is
challenged as well. Generally, spatial databases are fundamentally different, and
incompatible with mental spatial representations. Analysis in spatial databases is
based on geometric representations and geometric algorithms. For example, rout-
ing in navigation systems will apply an exact shortest path algorithm, such as Dijk-
stra’s [7]. People’s mental spatial representations do not allow this kind of reasoning.
Their mental representations are good at (fast) guesses, but not at exact computa-
tions [22, 18].

Consequently, their language is quite different from autonomous systems such as
robots. While a robot is happy with instructions such as “Move in direction of 354.6
degrees for 35.7 meters, then turn by 32.6 degrees”, a human would find this hard to
realize, let alone to manage the cognitive load with memorizing all these numbers
(imagine a full route description of this sort). People, in contrast, communicate in
ways the machine has difficulties to interpret. For a machine, understanding “To the
café at the library” requires a number of tasks, such as identifying the library in a
spatial dataset by interpreting the conversational context, and then disambiguating
the café at the library from all other cafés. The latter involves searching current
business directories, an ontological matching of all businesses that can count as
a café, and last but not least an interpretation of the preposition at, a qualitative
spatial relationship that is vague and underspecified. Judging from the structure of
this phrase, where the café is located relative to the library, the library appears to
be a landmark in the sense of the definition above. Thus, the capacity to interpret
landmarks is essential for smart human-computer interaction.

And once the machine succeeds with the interpretation of the phrase, and com-
putes a route for this person, this person expects human-like directions, for exam-
ple, “Turn right at the traffic lights”. The construction of these directions in natural
language is as difficult for a machine as the prior challenge of interpreting natural
language. It requires again a number of tasks, such as applying a smart concept of
right-turn in urban streetscapes, which not always show rectangular intersections,
and referring to suited landmarks such as, in this case, the traffic lights, but not the
trash cans, fire hydrants, or the faceless office buildings located at the intersection.
Thus, the capacity to generate landmark-infused spatial language is also essential
for smart human-computer interaction.

This, in a first instance, requires understanding of what a landmark is, i.e., formal
models, data, and algorithms for reasoning.

1.2 Related concepts

From the definition and discussion above it becomes clearer that landmarks emerge
in the process of perceiving, learning and memorizing an environment in a par-
ticular context, and that these memorized landmarks will be picked up in spatial
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reasoning or communication processes. For objects in the environment to acquire
landmark quality these objects must somehow stand out. Furthermore, to contribute
to the embodied experience of the environment in which a person moves these ob-
jects must be related to the human body and human senses. Using a classification
relative to embodied experience introduced by Montello [34], these objects have
to be identifiable objects in vista space, environmental space, or geographic space.
Vista space is the space covering all objects that can be seen from a single view-
point, and with the naked eye. Examples are a room, an open plaza, or any other
vistas in streetscape. Environmental space is the space learned by locomotion—the
movement of the body coordinated to the proximal surrounds—and the integration
of this embodied experience. Examples are buildings that are learned only by walk-
ing through, or city districts that are learned by walking or driving around. All body
senses, including sight (vistas), contribute to an integrated, coherent mental repre-
sentation of these spaces. Geographic space is the space larger than environmental
space such that it can be learned only from symbolic representations such as maps.
Examples are countries or even larger cities, which cannot be explored completely
by foot, car or another form of locomotion.

With these integrated layers of human experience and mental representations,
landmarks will be found at each level. Orientation is helped by outstanding objects
in vista space (“the keys are on the table”), in environmental space (“the library is
around the corner”), as well as in geographic space (“Cologne must be in this direc-
tion”). Having this more graphic image of landmarks at hand, it becomes easier to
draw boundaries around the concept of landmarks, and to discuss how other things
relate to landmarks. This way, objects that stand out on other than vista, environmen-
tal or geographic scale are not considered to form landmarks. For example, markers
on a genome may be important elements to conceptualize and structure their spatial
representation. But even if science speaks of ‘mapping the genome’, and the scien-
tists structure their mental representations of the genome by these markers, mental
representations of space at this scale are not directly accessible to the experience of
human senses.

It is likely that animals also experience landmarks as geographic objects struc-
turing their mental representations of space. Rich neuroscientific and cognitive lit-
erature suggests that spatial abilities are among those where insights learned from
animals can be transferred to human cognition. However, the animals’ embodied
experience of environments is different. For example, ants, honeybees or rats—
thoroughly studied animals for their orientation and wayfinding skills—navigate at
completely different scales. Hence, this book will generally not expand on animal
spatial cognition.

Robots are another domain of knowledge where landmarks play an imminent
role. Robots are capable of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM, e.g., [44]),
learning an unknown or updating a known environment through their sensors. For
them landmarks are stable and easily identifiable external points of reference, some-
times artificial tags put out in the environment, sometimes objects of the nature we
consider in this book. Since machine sensors, machine mapping and machine rea-
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soning are qualitatively different from human embodied experience, memorization
and reasoning, this book will also not address landmarks in artificial systems.

However, in addition to the use of landmarks in other domains we are also going
to differentiate landmarks from related concepts, especially where terms are some-
times confused in common language. In the following we discuss places, points of
interest, icons, and metaphorical landmarks.

1.2.1 Places

Landmarks are points of reference in mental spatial representations. Their function
in mental representations is to locate other objects. This function establishes a con-
nection to place, which is another geographic concept structuring space, and perhaps
one that is even more elusive than landmarks [35, 19].

This elusiveness of place emerges from the tension between the informal world
of human cognition and discourse that deals with objects on one side, and on the
other side a continuous physical world “out there” that does not come by objects in
the first instance [10]. In addition the term has been used with different meanings.
Gärling et al. ([17], p. 148f.) said: “Place is a concept that is rich in meaning and
difficult to define”, and that is only rephrasing Aristotle: “The question, what is
place? presents many difficulties” ([2], IV/1).

However, in a book on landmarks we can be more specific. A purely philosophic
position was taken by Aristotle, who says later in his Physics ([2], IV/4):

“What then after all is place? The answer to this question may be elucidated as follows
[. . . ]:

• Place is what contains that of which it is the place.

• Place is not part of the thing.

• The immediate place of a thing is neither less nor greater than the thing.

• Place can be left behind by the thing and is separable.

• In addition: All place admits of the distinction of up and down, and each of the bodies is
naturally carried to its appropriate place and rests there, and this makes the place either
up or down.”

The last item seems to indicate that places have gravity, an understanding shared
by contemporary geography [3]. In the Aristotelian notion of place objects have
their unique immediate place, or footprint: “Hence we conclude that the innermost
motionless boundary of what contains is place” ([2], IV). Two phenomena cannot
have the same immediate place, and one phenomenon cannot be at two different
immediate places at the same time. Beyond the immediate place a phenomenon is
simultaneously nested in an unlimited number of other places. For example, while
I am sitting at my desk, I am at the same time in my office, in the department, et
cetera.

However such a philosophical perspective does not yet consider the more experi-
ential perspective of geography, with its notion of a sense of place (e.g., [36, 45, 31]).
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A geographer’s approach might be calling any meaningful spatial configuration of
shared affordances to the human body a place. Such a definition shows some simi-
larities to landmarks, for example, both requiring perceptual wholeness and cogni-
tive salience, and both being context-dependent. But it also explains the difference:
Landmarks act as anchor points, and hence are conceptually abstracted to nodes
where no internal structure is required. Their purpose is fast reasoning or efficient
communication. Place, in contrast, captures the meaning and affordance of a scene,
and hence, is rich in structure and complex to communicate. With regards to the
latter, and especially focusing on the context dependency, Freksa and Winter have
pointed to the principle of sufficiency ([49], p. 32):

“Cognition of and communication about place in spatial environments is a matter of suffi-
ciency. Sufficiency can be captured by contrast sets, that is, by specifying the meaning of
a place in a given context by explicating the contrast to other places. People conceptualize
a portion of an environment as a place if their embodied experience of this portion shows
a wholeness against the background, i.e., if it has some contrasting properties to its envi-
ronment or to other places. Referring to such human embodied experience, our arguments
and examples will focus on geographic places, i.e., on places in our physical environment
of vista, environmental, or geographic scale as defined by Montello [34].”

In the same context:

“In cognitive and communicative tasks place functions primarily as spatial anchor. The
anchor locates, and connects by location objects and events as they occur in what-, why-
, when-, or how-constructions. For example, in an expression An accident happened on
Beaver Street this morning, the place on Beaver Street is anchoring an event in space, an-
swering a hypothetical or real where question. Places are typically determined by entities
in the geographic environment (objects or events) or by relations between entities in the
environment rather than by externally imposed coordinates and geometric properties.”

“As interrelated processes, cognition and language make use of places. For example, spatial
reasoning happens on qualitative spatial relationships between places [12], and everyday
language refers to named and unnamed places (e.g., on Federation Square, at the road in-
tersection) and the relationships between them (e.g., at Birrarung Marr near Federation
Square). Sketches, as non-metric graphical externalizations of cognitive or verbal repre-
sentations, also reflect configuration knowledge of places and their relationships. And yet,
despite recent progress in neuroscience and cognitive science our knowledge about cog-
nitive representations and reasoning is not sufficient to formally characterize the entities,
relations, and operations that would enable us to build a system that reflects the computa-
tional processes of spatial representations in our mind.”

Whichever perspective is taken, the philosophical or the geographic, place covers
a different meaning to landmarks. From the philosophical perspective, every object
has a place, but not every object is a landmark. From the geographic perspective,
places can also function as landmarks, but are then stripped of their rich internal
meaning and instead linked with a location. More specifically, since places are in-
habited, their inside or internal structure must be important. Places are related to
being, or, as Tuan called it, resting [45]. Since landmarks are points of reference to
locate other objects, their outside must be important—as they are perceived or imag-
ined by a person linking two objects. Landmarks are related to movement, such as
passing by (waypoints), turning (decision points), or heading (distant points of ori-
entation).
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1.2.2 Points of interest

Some geographic information systems contain points of interest databases, and may
use this terminology, which is sometimes abbreviated to POI, also in their user in-
terface. For example, car navigation services and public transport trip planners offer
users to specify their destination by selecting a point of interest from their database,
and mobile location-based services provide points of interests on their you-are-here
maps. A point of interest is simply a point (typically a point on a map, or a GPS
coordinate in some spatial reference system) that somebody by some authority has
declared to be interesting. A point of interest typically comes with a name, carry-
ing the semantics of what can be found at the location characterized by this point
(Figure 1.6).

Fig. 1.6 POI database entry for the Tate Modern.

Yet what can be considered to be interesting depends on the particular context
a person may find themselves in. As a car driver, they will find gas stations, park-
ing houses, and speed cameras interesting. As a tourist they will find museums,
churches, restaurants and also hotels interesting. As a public transport user they
will find stations, event locations, or public institutions interesting. We got used
to specialized services catering for these markets, such as car navigation systems
or tourist guides. However, what about generic information services? Once we are
able to take our car navigation system out of the car and use it for pedestrian naviga-
tion these systems would need mechanisms to determine the context of a particular
user, or query, to come up with a relevant result. But then, an economic geography
researcher will find perhaps living places and workplaces interesting, which are typ-
ically lacking in point of interest databases. Concerned parents want to know where
their children are, and points representing these locations are also lacking in point
of interest databases. Or a serendipitous armchair traveler might enjoy to discover
locations of objects of unexpected categories, which for a system are even harder to
predict than profiled preferences. Thus, prefabricated and stored points of interest
come along with some paternalism: Something at some location has been deemed
to be interesting by somebody in a specific context.

Are points of interest landmarks? As indicated, current systems choose particu-
lar categories of points of interest for particular contexts, for example, car driving
or using public transport. They do consider a potential service for the user, such as
navigating by a given means. This can include communicating destinations, present-
ing waypoints that may service the current mode of travelling, or presenting choices
of routes for a given mode. Since points of interest are service-oriented, they are
also attractive advertising tools. For example, particular brands may want to ensure
that they are present on car drivers’ maps. From their perspective it might be even
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more attractive to block other brands from being listed. But despite the commercial
flavor and potentially compromised selection of points of interest there is another
substantial argument why points of interests are not landmarks: The selection of
points of interest does not consider the appearance to the human senses, and more
generally, does not aim to support human orientation and wayfinding. Some of the
point of interest categories cannot be expected to be easily recognized from outside,
or to stand out in their neighborhood. For example, the POI category of medical
doctors may produce POIs on a map, but they will actually be hard to find in the
environment for a car driver, with practices being unremarkable from the outside
(according to professional codes of the profession). They also can be located in hid-
den places such as in malls, or above ground levels of buildings. But if the doctor’s
practice does not stand out in its neighborhood, it will not structure mental represen-
tations because people cannot experience it. Other point of interest categories may
typically be highly visible, for example restaurants. However, that does not mean
automatically that the entities of this category stand out in their environment. For
example, China Town may show a strip of Chinese restaurants. A POI service will
unashamedly show the points of interest in their high local density. But just because
of that reason no single restaurant stands out in its neighborhood. These restaurants
are unsuited to form a point of reference in mental representations, and a decision
point “At the China restaurant turn left” does not work either. The aggregate China
Town, however, may form a landmark in some context.

This argument does not answer the opposite question either. Are landmarks
points of interest? Some navigation systems, especially those addressing tourists,
like to suggest so. In their context shown landmarks are recommendations to visit
these places because they are famous, prominent, en vogue, of historical interest, or
of cultural interest. If the purpose of the service is limited to recommendations only,
neither the compilation of these landmarks for a POI database nor their presentation
on a map aim to support human orientation. Nonetheless, whatever the purpose of
the presentation these landmarks may actually help the tourist with global orienta-
tion after all. Accordingly, these landmarks are at most a subset of the landmarks
studied in this book. They are those landmarks somebody has selected to make rec-
ommendations for tourists, i.e., those that serve also an interest different from spatial
orientation and reasoning.

A special category of points of interest are those collected by a machine for an
individual. Let us call them favorite places. Favorite places are a product of ma-
chine learning: They can be derived from the individual’s prior search, movement
behavior, their social network’s behavior, or from the behavior of a group of people
with similar profile. “My home” or “my favorite coffee place” can form landmarks
in my mental spatial representation. These are individual landmarks. The challenge
in communication is that these landmarks may not be shared, such that a place de-
scription “let us meet at my favorite coffee place” may not work, depending on the
recipient’s intimacy with my life. Landmarks imply a shared understanding, and
thus, databases should store geographic objects that, since they can be experienced
by all people, have chances to structure many people’s mental representations.
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1.2.3 Icons

Another term to distinguish landmarks from are icons. Icons have a strong semantics
in semiotics. Their image stands for something else. If the icon, an image, stands for
a geographic entity there are some parallels to landmarks. Consider, for example,
the Eiffel Tower, which is an icon of Paris, if not of France. Typically being an
icon of a geographic entity requires a containment relationship. The Eiffel Tower
is an icon of Paris because it is in (or part of ) Paris, even relatively central, in
addition of being highly visible, standing out with a unique, unambiguous shape,
and carrying a strong emotional attachment of locals and visitors alike. Hence, icons
refer to geographic objects that are landmarks—the geographic objects stand out,
are known, are referred to—but not every landmark has an iconic significance. For
example, Federation Square in Melbourne is a landmark—probably every person in
Melbourne knows it, and it is frequently used in route descriptions—but since it has
no clear image it is not an icon.

1.2.4 Metaphorical landmarks

It appears that landmarks are serving so well in structuring the spatial domain
that the concept has been mapped into other domains successfully. One of these
mappings happens when geographic reality—the physical world—is mapped to the
metaphysical world. Then for example heaven, paradise or cloud-cuckoo land be-
come landmarks—orientation points, places to be—which fulfil above’s definition
with the only exception that the space can no longer be experienced with human
senses. Hence we do not consider landmarks in metaphysical space.

These mappings into other domains have been mentioned already. Merriam Web-
ster’s definition (Meaning 3) contained “very important events or achievements”,
which would be in the social domain and also in the temporal domain, with regard
to providing structure in time. The landmark victory, a significant event in history,
structures the memory of human experience both as a sudden shift of power rela-
tions, and with it into a before and after the victory.

1.3 Why landmarks challenge intelligent systems

The interaction between humans—their embodied experience, spatial cognition and
spatial communication—and intelligent systems is the actual focus of this book. In
this context landmarks are an object of interest because they support human decision
making as intelligent systems should do. And yet, intelligent systems find special
challenges in recognizing, contextualizing, and communicating landmarks. Let us
have a look what these challenges are.
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For that purpose let us first clarify what an intelligent system is, especially for the
confusing notion of intelligence in its name. Given that a human is called intelligent
we would like to see some of people’s abilities in a machine that promise to support
the human in decision making.

When Alan Turing wanted to decide the question: “Can machines think?” [46], he
envisioned a machine that by its communication skills cannot be distinguished from
a person. He suggested an imitation game that has become known as the Turing Test:
If a human player cannot distinguish in a blind dialog whether the communication
partner is human or machine then this partner has to be called intelligent. Turing’s
test has fascinated the field of artificial intelligence for so long because it argues
by communication behavior, and does not require from the machine to understand
and duplicate the ways humans sense and represent the world, or reason about the
world. Sensing, representing and reasoning of a machine has made great progress
since Turing’s landmark paper, but is of course different from human ways. For
example, robots are able to explore their environment, to learn about it, to form
maps about it, and to orient themselves in this environment by landmarks. Yet each
of these processes works internally quite different from the processes in the mind
of a person. The robot sensors are different from human senses, the landmarks a
robot finds useful are not necessarily the landmarks a person would identify and use
in an environment, and the spatial representations are different. Now, the imitation
game only requires that a person and a machine can communicate, or more precisely
that a machine can communicate on the person’s terms, independent of its internal
structures.

Accordingly, John McCarthy explained more recently the term artificial intelli-
gence in the following dialog7:

Q. What is artificial intelligence?

A. It is the science and engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent
computer programs. It is related to the similar task of using computers to understand hu-
man intelligence, but AI does not have to confine itself to methods that are biologically
observable.

Q. Yes, but what is intelligence?

A. Intelligence is the computational part of the ability to achieve goals in the world. Varying
kinds and degrees of intelligence occur in people, many animals and some machines.

Q. Isn’t there a solid definition of intelligence that doesn’t depend on relating it to human
intelligence?

A. Not yet. The problem is that we cannot yet characterize in general what kinds of compu-
tational procedures we want to call intelligent. We understand some of the mechanisms
of intelligence and not others.

Also, more recently critique of the imitation game has been expressed, for example
by French [13, 14]. His critique is not about the validity of Turing’s argument, but
the relevance of the test. He argues that perfect imitation would include making the
same mistakes. This is a critical argument for the domain of human spatial cogni-
tion, where it is well documented that people make systematic errors of judgement

7 http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai/whatisai.html, last vis-
ited 3/1/2014
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(some of them are discussed later in this book). Assuming a player of the imita-
tion game has read about the weaknesses of human spatial judgement, she could try
to take advantage of it in a Turing test and may triumph to identify the communi-
cation partner as a machine because it does not show these weaknesses. However,
theoretically, the computer could know this as well and skew its (undistorted) re-
sults accordingly, even randomly, to perfectly mislead the player. But what would
be the purpose of building such a machine? Wouldn’t it be more useful, French
asks, to leave the machine making undistorted results and communicate them in hu-
man terms to a ‘user’, which is a person in a concrete decision making situation?
Wouldn’t that be smart?

People do not only make systematic errors of judgement in their spatial reason-
ing, they are also varying in their spatial (communication) skills (e.g., [5]). Along
the same line of argument, it does appear smart only to build machines of best (hu-
man) reasoning and communication skills. As French writes: “The way forward in
AI does not lie in an attempt to flawlessly simulate human cognition, but in trying to
design computers capable of developing their own abilities to understand the world
and in interacting with these machines in a meaningful manner” ([14], p. 77). In-
stead, French postulates that, in order to achieve artificial intelligence, computers are
increasingly “capable of understanding, even if that understanding is not isomorphic
to our own”, and points to growing capabilities of computers in “[sensing,] repre-
senting and contextualizing patterns, making links to other patterns and analyzing
these relationships” (ibid.) that will shape our interactions with them.

Thinking ahead along these lines, we are reaching the age of calm computing [48]
where ‘the machine’ is no longer a disembodied isolated apparatus (although IBM’s
Watson still was disconnected from the Internet when it won its game of Jeopardy!
in 2011). Instead, with the Internet of Things, where every object is addressable, has
sensors, can interact with the environment and communicate with other objects, ‘the
machine’ gets embedded in our environment. Objects in the environment can sense
our presence and our intentions, and hence determine, whether, for example, they
can serve as landmarks in the current circumstances. They can communicate their
readiness to our smart (shall we say: intelligent?) service that helps us navigate in
this environment, or maintaining our orientation. The smart service can communi-
cate back to the objects that they have been selected to support a particular task, and
could be triggered to stand out even more as landmarks (e.g., turning on their lights)
for a particular encounter or period of time.

In this context the original question of what is an intelligent machine poses itself
now different from an imitation game. Nevertheless, a whole range of challenges
has to be solved in order to build an intelligent system capable to communicate via
landmarks. Among these challenges are understanding references to landmarks in
verbal or graphical human place and route descriptions, understanding context of the
conversation and relevance within this context, understanding personal preferences
or knowledge of an environment, understanding the human embodied experience of
environments, especially salience, and understanding to use landmarks effectively
and efficiently in conveying information. Given the rest of the book will talk about
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approaches tackling them, let us go into depth here with the illustration of some of
these challenges.

Consider a request a traveller might pose to an intelligent system: “Can you tell
me the way to the airport?” (Figure 1.7). Sounds simple? Surely, people would not
have difficulties to answer this question in a manner that is easily understood and
applied by the traveller (lets ignore here that some people are really bad in direction
giving). They most likely would be able to resolve the meaning of the destination,
which in this case is also a landmark, from context, and in their response they most
likely would refer to some landmarks. They might say: “Sure. Tullamarine, you
mean? Follow this street [points] to the hospital, then turn right. From there, just
follow the signs”, referring to a hospital as a landmark at a critical point of the
route, namely the point where to turn right.

Fig. 1.7 Interpreting common language involves geospatial intelligence.

In some respect understanding and answering the request is not a too difficult
question for an intelligent system either. An intelligent system is superior to hu-
mans in computing routes. It computes faster, processes more data, and produces
more accurate results. An intelligent system can for example guarantee to compute
the quickest route, and perhaps even include data about current traffic conditions,
something our person in the example above cannot do. But to do so the system
must know start and destination. If the intelligent system runs on the user’s smart
phone determining the start is possible using the sensors on board. But to determine
the destination the system has to resolve this word ‘airport’, which is surprisingly
tricky.

Obviously, ‘airport’ is ambiguous. The system knows many airports. Which one
is the one the user has in mind? Choosing the most prominent one (as search engines
are good at) would guide everybody to Atlanta, currently the world’s largest airport.
But this is probably not what the user had in mind. Choosing the one nearest to the
user would be a better guess, but in the concrete example this would lead to a local
airfield, not the international airport. Choosing the one most frequently visited by
this person (another option for machine learning) would also be inappropriate. No,
in this particular case it is the one where the inquirer wants to depart with a flight in
a couple of hours from now. An intelligent system could determine that the function
of an airport is to provide air travel, that air travellers need valid tickets bought in
advance, and thus, could check whether this user has such a ticket to identify the
airport. This is not only quite a complex reasoning chain, it requires also to assess
all the various suggestions and reject the less likely ones.

After a route has been selected by the system, it has to communicate it in a way
easy to understand and memorize by the user. Assume that the system is aware of
the benefits of communicating by landmarks, then it has a challenge in selecting
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landmarks for this purpose. While a person needs not think twice when picking the
‘hospital’, an intelligent system knows thousands of objects along the route, of a
variety of types and spatial granularities, from suburbs to ATMs, garbage bins and
light poles. What is a good landmark? The one in the most outstanding color? A
fire hydrant; not a good choice for a car driver, and too many of them along the
route. The largest one? The best known one? Probably one of the objects at deci-
sion points, but which one? And is the landmark unambiguous (“the hospital”) or
ambiguous (“a hospital”)? Is the landmark known to the inquirer, or at least rec-
ognizable in its identity, such that the system can use its name (“Royal Melbourne
Hospital”)? If so, does the inquirer also know how to find this landmark such that the
first part of the route can be folded into a simple instruction: “You know how to find
Royal Melbourne Hospital?” Klippel calls this spatial chunking [23]. We will come
back to this later. Or can the inquirer at least recognize the type, as a hospital can
typically be identified in its function from the outside by signs and certain functions
at ground level? If not, should the landmark be described by its appearance: “A tall
building on your right that is actually a hospital”? That is to say an intelligent sys-
tem should integrate knowledge about the context of the enquiry, knowledge about
the appearance of objects, analytical skills with respect to the route, and knowledge
about the familiarity of the inquirer with the environment.

If we go back to the human-generated response, we may have now a better ap-
preciation of the feat the human mind has accomplished in understanding the re-
quest. From the conversation context people guess that ‘airport’ most likely refers
to Melbourne’s international airport, Tullamarine, and they may open with a con-
firmative question (“Tullamarine, you mean?”). The response conforms to Grice’s
conversational maxims [20], especially to the maxims of relevance and of quantity
(“Make your contribution as informative as required,” and “Don’t make your con-
tribution more informative than is required”). It also applies some other remarkable
principles. For example it mixes conversational modes between verbal description
and pointing (“this street”), engaging with the user in an embodied manner. It also
avoids to rely on quantities (such as in “after 493m turn right”) by using a qualita-
tive and deliberately uncertain description (“at the hospital turn right”). A remaining
uncertainty about distance is resolved by the reference to a landmark, the hospital.
Finally, it folds all further instructions along the highway into one (spatial chunk-
ing), relying on knowledge in the world—the signage to the airport—thus avoiding
more redundancy in the triangle between traveller, the environment, and the speaker.

1.4 Summary

Landmarks stand out in environments, and structure mental representations of envi-
ronments in cognizing agents. They form anchors in mental spatial representations,
markers, or reference points. They are essential for any spatial reasoning, for exam-
ple, for orientation and wayfinding, and for any spatial communication. They appear
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in sketches, in descriptions of meeting points or routes. People use landmarks quite
naturally.

This is in stark contrast to spatial information systems, such as car navigation
systems or mobile location-based services. In their interaction with people they lack
an ability to interpret people’s references to landmarks, or to generate information
by referring to landmarks. Their internal representations of spatial environments
is certainly not based on landmarks, and thus, landmarks have to be brought in
additionally to their internal representational structure, and properly integrated such
that algorithms can add, revise, or select landmarks as needed in spatial dialogs.

Since landmarks are a concept of cognizing agents but not of systems, the chal-
lenge addressed in this book is to bridge the divide between the two. This book will
catch up, suggest formal models to capture the concept of landmarks for a com-
puter, and integrate landmarks in artificial intelligence. In order to inspire formal
modelling on foundations of cognitive science the book has three main parts: cog-
nitive foundations, computational models capturing landmarks, and communication
models using landmarks for intelligent human-machine dialog.
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